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Introduction 
OASIS and its boards (board of directors, technical advisory board) recognizes the need to establish guidelines for creating and representing test requirements associated with specifications produced by OASIS technical committees (TC).  This document intends to support this objective. It is designed as a guideline, not a specification. It provides a model for defining test assertions, along with examples. This document does not intend to provide a formal scripting of test assertions (e.g. an XML mark-up). This is out of its scope, although considered as desirable by the authors. 
Notation (normative)
The key WORDS MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC 2119].
This specification uses the following typographical conventions in text: variable name, literal string.  Terms in italic bold-face are intended to have the meaning defined in Section 3 or in other normative OASIS documents, such as the TC Process and IPR Policy.
Definitions 
[Non normative definitions: need to quote sources. These defs are a mix of different sources.]
Conformance: Fulfillment of an implementation of all requirements specified; adherence of an implementation to the requirements of one or more specific standards or specifications.
Conformance Clause: Is a part or collection of parts of a specification that defines the requirements, criteria or conditions that must be satisfied by an implementation in order to claim conformance. The conformance clause identifies what must conform and how conformance can be met. Typically the conformance clause is a high-level description of what is required of implementers and applications. It may refer to other parts of the standard. It may specify sets of properties, which may take the form of profiles or levels. It may specify minimal requirements for certain functions and for implementation-dependent values. 
Conformance Profiles and Levels: Often implementations do not use all the features within a specification. In order to accommodate these implementations it may be desirable to divide a specification into sets of functions. Implementers would still be conforming if they implemented one or more of these sets rather than the entire standard. These sets are used to define profiles or levels. Profiles usually match specific usage requirements of a community of users. Levels are used to indicate nested subsets of functionality, ranging from minimal or core functionality to full or complete functionality. [align better with QAFramework from W3C]
Test Assertion: a Test Assertion is a statement of behavior for an implementation: action or condition that can be measured or tested. It is derived from the specification’s requirements and bridges the gap between the narrative of the specification and the test cases. Each test assertion is an independent, complete, testable statement on how to verify that an implementation satisfies a conformance requirement.  Typically, it describes the expected behavior of an implementation, when subject to a particular situation or context. It is RECOMMENDED to add Test Assertions to a specification. Examples of specifications that included test assertions as part of their specification include several IEEE (e.g. POSIX) and ISO standards (e.g. STEP).
Test Case: Consists of a set of a test tool(s), software or files (data, programs, scripts, or instructions for manual operations) that checks a particular requirement in the specification to determine whether the results produced by the implementation match the expected results, as defined by the specification. Typically, a Test Assertion results in one or more Test Cases. Each Test Case includes: (1) a description of the test purpose (what is being tested - the conditions / requirements / capabilities which are to be addressed by a particular test, (2) the pass/fail criteria, (3) a reference to the requirement or section in the standard from which the test case is derived (traceability back to the specification).
Test Suite (or Conformance Test Suite): A combination of Test Cases and Test documentation. Is used to verify conformance of an implementation to the requirements in the standard, or a conformance profile or level. 

<Add references to NIST conformance work, and W3C material>

Rationale for Test Assertions (non-normative)
It is RECOMMENDED that Test Assertions be included in a specification for the following reasons:
	Test Assertions represent a necessary step from the narrative of a specification to the concrete test suite that will verify conformance to this specification. Test Assertions should be usable by a Quality Assurance team external to the specification committee (called here the SC) that authored the specification   TAs should represent the main input for designing test suites. No one is better qualified than the SC to write Test Assertions relative to their specification.

Test Assertions help the SC sharpen the definition of specification requirements, and find missing requirements. Indeed, Test Assertions naturally lead one to consider various situations in which an implementation may find itself, and to  question the behavior that is expected in each one of these situations.
NOTE: in some cases, it is possible to automatically derive test assertions from a specification that is itself described in a processable form. This makes it unnecessary to use this document as a guide for the TA writing phase. However, even in case of automated generation, it may be necessary to assess the specification coverage of a set of assertions. The model proposed  in this document helps to define and understand these limitations.  
Methodology	
The following sections provide the guidelines for designing and describing Test Assertions for OASIS specifications.

Structure of a Test Assertion 
Source these concepts borrow from? (NIST, OASIS, WS-I)
Illustrate the meaning of some of these concepts for various types of specifications, e.g. protocol oriented vs content validation?
There is no universally agreed upon representation for a Test Assertion. However, previous experiences lead OASIS to consider the following representation as generally suitable. Following this guideline, a Test Assertion comprises the following components, illustrated in figure 1:
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Note that some of these components of a test Assertion are ordered in time, i.e. they should be observed in the order shown in figure 1. The four main components of a TA are:

	A reference to the specification requirement to which this Test Assertion is related. Section and sub-section numbers should be sufficient, possibly line number. A TC may also decide to explicitly give an identifier to each conformance statement, within or outside the body of the specification. Test Assertions would then refer to such identifiers.


	A Cause: the cause describes the situation in which the test assertion may be verified. More precisely, there are two aspects to a Cause, either one of which could be absent, depending on the situation at hand:


	A Pre-condition:  The Pre-condition is a predicate (e.g. a Boolean statement) that qualifies the context or situation in which the requirement verified by the Test Assertion applies. To verify this Test Assertion in a context that doesnot satisfy the pre-condition would not make sense: the outcome would be “non-applicable”. The Test Assertion does not have to describe how to make this situation occur: this would be the role of a test case, and it may happen that a test environment will have little control on the production of this situation. 
	A Trigger-event: The trigger-event (or trigger) defines an operation or event that causes a change in state of the system under test, which is a pre-requisite for verifying this test assertion. The trigger is usually under the control of the test environment. The trigger can only occur – or should only be executed – when the pre-condition is satisfied. NOTE: it may happen that a test environment will have little control on the occurrence of this event / operation (e.g. the event consists of an implementation behavior that is optional, or of an implementation behavior that is not controllable.). 


	An Effect. The Effect describes the expected behavior of an implementation, or the expected state of the system under test, after the Cause was observed. There are two aspects to an Effect , either one of which could be absent, depending on the situation at hand: 
	An Effect-event: This is an operation or event that is expected to take place when the specified Cause is observed, It usually describes the expected reaction of the system under test, when the pre-condition was satisfied and/or the trigger-event occurred.   
	A Post-condition: The Post-condition is a predicate (e.g. a Boolean statement) that qualifies the context or situation after the Trigger-event and the Effect-event have occurred (or either one has occurred, in case the test assertion only defines one of these events.)  While the Effect-event is transient and of dynamic nature, the Post-condition captures the properties of the new state of the system under test. 



	A Requirement Qualifier. Qualifies the degree to which the Effect ( effect-event,  post-condition) is expected to be produced by an implementation. This degree is indicated by such keywords as RECOMMENDED, SHOULD, MUST, and MAY. Three levels can be distinguished: (1) “required” (MUST[NOT], SHALL[NOT]), (2) “recommended” ([HIGHLY] [NOT]RECOMMENDED, SHOULD[NOT]), (3) “optional” (MAY, OPTIONAL).  
	NOTE: as a test assertion may be associated with a conformance profile or level, its requirement qualifier does not have to reflect the keywords used in the original specification. E.g. what is described as OPTIONAL in the original specification could be considered as REQUIRED for a particular conformance profile for this specification, and therefore a test assertion for this conformance profile, will use MUST, not MAY. Conversely, a conformance profile or low level of conformance could relax some requirements (MUST or REQUIRED) stated in the original specification, and consider these as optional. 


	Optionally, a reference to the description of the Test Environment to which the Test Assertion is related. CBF Christopher Ferris  Would we want to recommend/require a particular XML representation for the test assertions? Would it be desirable to work with WS-I on an agreed-upon format that could be shared by the two .orgs? This could lead to a common test infrastructure. Just a thought. 


Specification Coverage 
[We need to reassess this section: Chris believes that it is better to always require that any OASIS specification always be fully covered by the set of test assertions. (also “coverage” may be ambiguous a term, as usually applies to test cases level, not test reqs.)]
When a list of Test Assertions has been produced for a specification, it is unlikely (although desirable) that all the features specified in the body of the specification are covered or represented by the Test Assertions. In addition, a Test Assertion may be stated in such a way that it only verifies a specification feature under certain conditions (see “pre-condition”) that may be easier to use by a test environment, but does not reflect the breadth of real-world situations to which this Test Assertion applies. CBF Christopher Ferris  Shouldn't it be required that at the very least, all MUST(NOT)'s are covered? I would think that this would be a reasonable requirement. 
It is then important to mention how much of the specification has been covered by the list of Test Assertions that are produced, and what is the quality of this coverage.
The specification coverage is a mapping between the specification features to the list of Test Assertions that verify them. It should provide reverse access from specification to Test Assertions. One possible representation is by annotations in the specification text. Each annotation would represent:
	A coverage qualifier (Full, None, Partial)

A list of Test Assertions that map to this section.

A coverage qualifier of value Partial  means that the pre-condition(s) of the test assertion(s) intentionally ignores a subset of situations that cannot practically be tested under the assumed Test Environment, although these situations are applicable to this specification feature. 


Test Environment (optional)
Sometimes, the writing  of a Test Assertion assumes a particular operational environment.
Indeed, test assertions represent an operational way to verify a specification feature, and they describe – even if abstractly – the expected behavior of an implementation of the specification, in a particular operating environment. This environment must be sufficiently described so that a reader external to the TC understands the operational meaning of the test assertion, and how to derive Test Cases from it. 
The description of a Test Environment may include:
	Functional description of components of the test harness used for testing the implementation, and the type of interaction these are expected to have with the implementation under test.

Specific conditions under which the implementation of the specification must be operating for verifying the test assertion (e.g. volume of transactions, configuration details)
Level of intrusion in the implementation under test or the platform in which it is deployed, that is expected when verifying the test assertions (e.g. black box, white box, code instrumentation, shim, etc.)

So if we ask for a full specification coverage, we may have to describe several test environments, as not all TAs may be accommodated by the same test env. Some Test envs will not be implementable – that is an issue for test case writers, not TA writers.
Examples 
Need a more well rounded set of examples, for various types of specifications.
The following example of Test Assertion is borrowed from ebMS 2.0. The specification says:
“[section 2.1.3.2]…If both are present [in a message], the MIME charset attribute SHALL be equivalent to the encoding declaration of the SOAP Message.  If provided, the MIME charset attribute MUST NOT contain a value conflicting with the encoding used when creating the SOAP Message.”
A Test Assertion verifying this requirement is:

	Specification Reference: ebMS-2 Section 2.1.3.2


	Trigger-event: A message is generated by the Message Service Handler (MSH) implementation under test, where both the MIME charset and SOAP message encoding declaration are present.

Post-condition: The MIME charset and  SOAP encoding declaration have equivalent values.


Requirement Level: REQUIRED
.
Note that the Test Assertion is here focused on the implementation of the messaging service (or Message Service Handler or MSH) as causing the trigger-event to occur, while the specification requirement is on the message structure.
There should also be another Test Assertion related to the same requirement, stating the behavior of an implementation when receiving a message that does NOT satisfy the specification requirement (e.g. which error is generated).
The Test Assertion above is sufficiently specified as is : no more detail on the test environment is needed to understand its operational aspect. The writer could add the following comment related to the Test Environment : to verify the above assertion, the message handler can be treated as a black box. 
References CBF Christopher Ferris  Why is there a section here for references and also an appendix for same? 
[RFC XXXX] – 
 [IIC_TestFramework_1.1]  Version 1.1 of the OASIS IIC ebXML Test Framework Specification,  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/ebxml-iic/download.php/10896/IIC_ (ebXMLTestFramework_v1.1_10_11_04_final_draft.zip)

[ConformanceReqs] NIST/OASIS

 [QAFrameWork] : “QA Framework: Specification Guideline” W3C Working Draft, 2004.




Notices
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